EFFECTS OF BODY POSITION ON SLEEP RELATED DISORDERED BREATHING IN A PATIENT WITH STEINERT'S DISEASE
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SUMMARY — Sudden changes in respiratory patterns observed during polysomnographic studies may suggest a positional form of SAHS (sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome). We report the case of a 37-year-old patient with Steinert’s disease with this form of SAHS. Breathing during sleep could be regularized by a simple positional control.
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Over the past few years a small number of studies have shown that in patients with sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome (SAHS) change from the supine to the lateral position is associated with a significant decrease in apnea and hypopnea, particularly in NREM sleep. These studies suggest that the subjects likely to benefit by sleeping on their side are those with only a minor degree of obesity. On the basis of these observations, sleep position training has been proposed to reduce time spent in the supine position.1-7.

CASE REPORT

We report here the case of a patient (DL, 37 years old) with myotonic dystrophy (Steinert’s disease), addressed because of repetitive respiratory infections and snoring. The patient had been institutionalized since early childhood for mental deficiency. At the time of the examination, the patient was free of infection; his respiratory function analysed by spirometry showed a moderate restrictive syndrome (VC=45.5% PV); the blood gas analyses revealed a hypoxemia (PO2=57 mmHg), normocapny (PCO2=35 mmHg) and a SaO2 of 91%; his body mass index was 25.53 kg/m2.

A polysomnographic (PSG) study disclosed prolonged periods of repeated obstructive apneas and hypopneas, leading to severe desaturation, sleep fragmentation and cardiac arrhythmia both in REM and NREM sleep. These periods contrasted with episodes of regular respiration with or without snoring, with continuous sleep and normal SaO2 (Fig. 1). These abrupt changes in...
fig 1 - first PSG recording

fig 2 - PSG associated to a video recording.
DL = lateral decubitus
DD = dorsal decubitus
▼, ●, ◊ and • see video-photos.
respiratory pattern suggested a possible effect of sleep posture. We therefore performed a second sleep study associated to a video recording (with an infrared camera) in which the patient was propped up by pillows to promote the lateral decubitus position. The results were spectacular. In NREM sleep, breathing was always regular with normal $\text{SaO}_2$. In REM sleep, disordered breathing was only observed when the patient adopted the dorsal decubitus position (Fig. 2).

**COMMENTS**

We conclude that in some thin patients with a positional form of SAHS, breathing during sleep can be regularized by simple and cost-effective measures of position control before embarking on more cumbersome and expensive procedures such as CPAP. For our patient this procedure was feasible because he had been institutionalized which allowed for close surveillance to be maintained during the night.
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